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About This Game

Since the press discovered multi-billionaire Bob Slayer’s best kept secret, the illegal Glacier Races, there are more applications
than ever before for this deadly, crazy race. New contenders have entered the race, their vehicles are faster, stronger and

equipped with new, experimental kind of weapons. Every each contender believes that their car is best equipped and will lead
them to victory and an unthinkable amount of prize money.

In “Glacier3” you can select one of the 8 powerful cars. Find out what car and weapons work best in which tracks, or work best
with your strategy. Will you go for the fastest time and leave all other contenders behind in dust, or will you just turn around and

blow them into pieces?

Features:

More, heavier and cooler weapons!

More battle cars!

More, better and interactive tracks!

Loads of more features!
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Never has a game A.I. felt so unbalanced.. I beat more puzzles using glitches than the proper solutions the developer probably
intended.

Quick Look: https://youtu.be/zYdOFR9nJhQ. So addictive.... WHAT ... NO joystick support. I just want to fly and not deliver
stuff ... give me speed and a choice of planes. Harry. Unleash your inner beast
with the awesomness that is
Fist of Awesome.
This game defines a generation!
Like Bernie says
"it's some bomb♥♥♥♥♥♥quot;

Masterfully crafted to appeal to
both types of humans:

Furries
&
those that hate furries.

Cool story bro:
Finally gets a
couple of bucks
Uses it to kick bears
in the face.. What a really fun game. I played this on the Xbox 360 when I was younger and thought it was stupid. After getting
it on sale and playing it all again, I saw that younger me was wrong.

This game is a fun way to re-live a lot of the WW2 ship battles between the US and Japan. It lets you control all types of ship
classes from PT boats all the way up to the huge carriers. You can swap between ships and planes (when you can control them)
to be able to do more than just sit in the water.

The difficulty scales up through the campaign fairly well. It starts you out easy but by the end, the matches can go for more than
30 minutes a level.

I would recommend getting this game if you are into WW2 history and naval combat.. Laggy trash. Dem gravities wtf i dont get
it. Pros:
-interesting concept

Cons:
-poor graphics
-confusing controls
-hyper sensitive AI makes stealh difficult
-3 single-use abilities and finding recharges is annoying
-no replayabilityq
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Mela Pelan los developers, where they at tho, take our money and don't release anymore games.. Great tower defense game -
and in VR!

If you always wanted kill waves of cats and finally end their domination in the world we know - the time has came now!
Go kill'em with laser, gutling, mines, tesla gun and more. Leave no on alive (just remember they have 9 lives to be taken).

The revenge time is now!. This game is actually impossible
I'm not kidding when I say that this is the hardest game I have ever played
I've beaten Cuphead, Super Meat Boy, VVVVVV, and more
I can't get past the 8th level of the third world of this game

difficult. Well its everything it says it is, Cute and abstract. It's an alright game, I wish there was some direction with it. Perfect
to waste time in the gaps of a busy day. Just start it up and go. 6\/10. i would like to say before i write this review that - yes i do
play boom beach

i really like this game as many have said it is a copy of boom beach which i think is a good thing, if you take it as a game

it is fun to be able to upgrade and grow your island into something that overtime looks awsome and the battle system is great,
being able to steal other players resources is great.

it is not a game for a long gaming time at once and is really more in the area of playing when you have 10 minutes here and
there.

with that said i think for what it does it is doing it really well and is a game i come back to daily almost to upgrade and battle -
for me it gets a 8.5/10. Flying mechanics are not too good, vehicle sound is quite lame - I know its early access but this needs
lots more polish. Lots.. good rec
. i just bought my copy of project abyss. it looks awesome, and the idea is as well.
for me there are a few issues though. i think the controls are a bit to complicated. but luckily there is easy control. sadly i did not
find that out until i was killed during tutorial. :). really fun speedrunning game, figuring out the fastest way to kill the enemies
and breaking the game is really nice.

this for example (current build) https://www.twitch.tv/seaking177/v/71401869 is awesome
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